San Jose State Features Parents’ Day
Pres. Clark Welcomes
Visitors to Parents’ Day
It is a distinct pleasure for me to extend greetings to you
on the occasion of the Second Annual Parents Day at San
Jose State College. Your participation in this event is a source
of great satisfaction to our students, faculty and staff.
I hope you will enjoy the events which have been planned
for you on your day. In addition to campus tours, meetings
and a reception, you are cordially invited to attend departmental open house exhibits. We believe you will be impressed
with the quality and scope of our varied programs, services

4.

and activities.
I look forward to an opportunity to meet you personally

Reception. May your visit with us be
enjoyable experience.

at the Pres.dent’s
meaningful ond

a

Sincerely,
Robert D. Clark

College Holds Day-Long Open House
tlw finale Arts livpartment. 1/151.1., and ivby the freshmentid lots t’ been prepared
for parents.
a
It h the
Parents’ Day Committee
An rditiots of the Spartan 1)aily
opening of 8.18 Parent "1’ Day at and open house will be Ilse Juntr13:30 a.m.
nalisin 1)epartment’s contribistion.
held by 13
Open house will
The San Jose Slate Room, home
departments and college facilities. of college historical documents,
’The honkstore will he open be- sixth floor. Library, will he open
tI) parents between 9 a.m. and 5
tween 9 a.m. and I p
Aeronautics will 11.4.1 open house
Nleteorology will ilispla its faat the Municipal Airpnrt and a
in 0,328 and
display will he located in the FA’.
Sattitilay will mark
months

of

planning

gineering Building.
Education Department has
planned a program and will serve
refreshments.
The Engineering Building will he
open and tours will be conducted
by staff and students.
Home Economics will serve refreshments in HE9.
Eddie Electron will be on hand
to greet visitors to the Industrial

The deuarlinilo of Police Si’’
mice 55 ill have displays and siufienis will explain departmental
activities.
Various areas in the Science
Department nil! lie shown by stu(lent gui.les in the Science Build log.

The Drama 1/epartment will
. yen the stage arca for a look into
the "backstage."
Administrators will he present
at Ilw President’s reception, CafeMusic Building will Ise open for teria A and B, to meet and talk
the
Music
DePt111111(.111’S
open with parents at 3 p.m.
house. Organizations under this
The evening event will begin at
department will perform later in 7:30 with a pre -game show Imy
the day at the SJS-Washington the SJS Studio Band,
State football game.
San Jose State-Washington State
The Health Building, home of football game is scheduled for 8
Nursing and Occupational Ther- p.m. and halftime entertainment
apy Departments, will gise
will he a special Parents’ Day
a first hand view of student health prograin given by the SJS Marching Band.
faeilities.

LITTLE BLACK BOOKLinda Faris, junior occupational therapy
major, signs her name in the robot’s little black book. The robot,
Eddie Electron, is official Parents’ Day greeter for the Industrial
Arts Department.

Nikita ’Released;’
Brezhnev New Boss
Premier Nikita Khrushchev
5’as "released" from power yesterday, TaNS, the official Soviet news
agency has announced.
The confirmation came after rumors began circulating when the
government newspaper lzvestia did
not appear last night. According
In United Press International,
When tzvestia is not published on
sehedule, major Kremlin announcements usually follow.
First Deputy Premier Alexei N.
EosYgin became acting Premier
and Deputy Party Leader Leonid
I. Brezhnev took over the Communist party leadership, UPI said.
According to reports; the motion
for Khrushchey’s retirement was
made by chief party ideologist
Mikhail A. Suslov.
Dr. Glenn G. Morgan, associate
professor of political science at
VS, yesterday pointed to Khrushrhev’s rift with Red China as a
reaSell for his 11.11111Vtd.
’The European minniunist eon,munities were dissa isfied wit
t
With nt’d
Klirash.d.cs’,

Frosh Fill
ASB Seats
In Election

5

r

4,110{ ;I IleW 11’eN11111e11
_Ire preparing lo claim their
Shalent Council Wednesday afternoon,
l’he new rommil representatives
are 1%51 A11/a, Tina Newton,
Jealloelle l’all(0S, HMI R101;1131
Soto. They Were elected in lite
two-day election which ended yesterday.
Ken Lane, Election Boa ml chairman, released voting figures last
1W:1n Auza topped the polls with
NOW1151 polled 312. Fad .1. 1. ,1 235, and Soto polled 201
vol.
A 1..1;11 of 811 freshmen voted
in the Bvii day election, I,,,ne
This is about 23 per cent, of the
3,700 freshmen class.

thought this would wreck the
world communist system. Trying
to throw them out of the communist world would probably split
the entire communist movement
all around the world."
Dr. Morgan described Kosygin
as a "moderate type of communist
leader." If he is in a position of authority he will presumably waat to
have changes made in office that
Khrushchey is not having done."
"Brezhnev is the former president of the Soviet Union," Dr.
Morgan continued. "He was replaced by Mikoyan. He was considered recently the heir apparent
to Khrushchez’s job. He was always considered a Stalinist and
perhaps an anti-Khrushchey man.
Suslov has been full time theoritician and we don’t hear about
him very often. There has been no
Indication that he was in any position to la, otistirw Ithrtishchev."
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Nobel Peace Prize Winner

Dr. Bunche To Speak Here
19. Ralph J. Itunche. 1950 Nobel
Peace Prize winner, and United
Nations administrator, will be on
campus Nov. 5-6 as guest of the
Visiting Scholar Committee,
He will present a formal lecture
and conduct several class discussions.
Bundle was H.Waelled the Nobel
Prize in 1950 for his futrt in arranging the "amlistire" between
Israel and the Arab nations.
Ile attended the two internisii,1
im...5imental in

’List’ Debated
On Open End
"Ilse Tower I.ist: Its Place On
calmer:" will he the subject or
ISSi011 tonight ;11 7:30 when
d,nwn End holds its first panel
discussion of the semester in the
Vacuity Cafeteria.
Open End, a bi-weekly discussion, permits members of the
eller to become members of the
panel because the panel is eontinually rotating.
Organizerl last semester,
End is under the leadership ot
Dr. !Behan! Tansey, professor if
art, and Dr. Amnon Iloldworth.
assislaid professor of philosophy.
Both men are members of the SJS
faculty.
Panel participants will be Larry
Gooding. president of Tau Delta
Phi, men’s scholastic fraternity;
Dr. Albert Porter, associate professor of business: Jack Pierce.
associate professor of anthropology: Dr. Snell I’Mney. associate
professor of sociology; Dr. Curt
Stafford, head of the testing office, and Gene Lokey, junior representative and coordinator of
Open End.

Yearbook,
IDC Settle
LBJ, Barry Avoiding Differences
CLIFTON DeBERRY
. Socialist Workers’ Party presidential candidate

Issues, DeBerry Says
"BnIli the dpresidential) candidates of the two major parties are
avoiding the issues," charged Clifton DeBerry, presidential candidate of the Socialist Workers
Party (SWP), before a small group
of 30 students in TH53 yesterday
afternoon.
DeBerry said the main issues
being avoided by the two major
party candidates were unemployment, poverty, racism and war.
The SWP candidate, a former
house -painter. and first Negro to
run for president on any political
party’s ticket, denounced automa-

Is Spartan Daily Controlled?

By PAT REGAN
Tempers flared and hot debate
was heard at Wednesday night’s
meeting of the Inter-Dormitory
tens at indlistry 11.i. elfin., ding
Conned t MCI before I.DC repre"40.00 jobs it week "
sentatives and the La Torre yearIn noting the inereased job
book staff hashed out some of
shortage. DeBerry ’,smelled, "The
their differences.
older generation, the younger genRepresenting La Torre were Dr.
eration as well as the racial minorities have begun to feel the pinch." Dwight Bentel, head of the JourIto further complained about the nalism and Advertising Departhigh costs of medical care for the ment; Joe B. Swan. assistant proaged and the increase in racial fessor of journalism and La Torre
adviser; Barbara Felten, editor;
tensions.
"Neither miajort party differs Nick Pavlov, art director; Bill
in principle" from the other, Bennet, residence section editor
charged DeBerry. "Sen. Goldwater and David Turner, business manis saying openly what Pres. John- ager.
The darns representatives stated
son is thinking," he averred.
they had not been notifed about
the raise in price for La Torre
pages and had no choice in the
type of candid shots presented in
their section. They also felt they
one being discriminated against
1.5 having an earlier deadline than
...any other sections.
It was generally agreed that the
reason for the dorms not being noII
LIlt
6100U1 increased prices was
than the other committee did." a lack of communication between
it should he La Torre and the dorms.
He suggested
responsible for the publication’s
However, as Prof. Swan and 1/r.
budget and that it should he or- Bente’ explained, the reason for a
ganized so that complaints could raise in price is because it bigger
be directed to it. Also, it should and better yearbook is being put
defend the publication when iin- out and the price must rise in punJust charges are made against it, port ion.

Ad Hoc Group Studies Question
sl
WADN;
.I
,,,der a great deal of
controversy existed About the relationship of the Spartan Daily
to the Department of Journalism
and Advertising. The question of
that relat kinship did not end wills
the closing of the spring semester.

IlItt
11111111,1
"If you were to ask the in,’
10 students you ’net whether they
believe the Spartan Daily was
controlled and censored by the
faculty, you probably would get a
’yes’ answer from all of them,"
Dr. Bent ii pointed mit, "If you
Dr. Dwight D. Bentel, head of don’t believe me, go out and see."
Site Journalism and Advertising That is exactly what I did. InDeparttnent, last year’ requested stead iii gctillig a "yes" answer
that the academic emincil appoint from all 10, I (IilS told such things
an ad hoc committee to study the as; "I don’t know." "Why clo you
Spartan Daily and make the find- want to know?" and "I imagine
ings public. An ad hoe committee that they (meaning the faculty)
of five faculty members and four have quite a hit to say about
students was appointed this se- what goes into the paper and what
mester.
doesn’t, but I really don’t know."
One of the main ellarges made Ihnvever, not one person of the
last year was that the department 10 said he believed the faculty
was telling the Spartan Daily what did nut censor the news.

No, 18
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The Spartan lily is written
’,3; a class, and he newspaper is
an integral segment in the proper
iraining for students who intend
to enter the field of journalism
as an occupation. Every day two
:acuity members work with the
the staff.
They
students
on
dye their opinions but they do not
dictate unless a policy would he
violated.
A publication’s ielvisiiry committee has. in the past, formulated
policy for the Spartan Daily. This
committee consisted of administrators, faculty members and students. With the changing of the
committee system, this committee
does not exit now.
"A new committee should he appointed," Dr. Bentel commented.

The Spartan D;10 is a product
;mil the property of Ito, college.
It has three publishers: the Associated Students, the college administration and the Journalism
Department. The advisers act as
publisher’s representatives.
"It is the job of the publisher
Iii mee that tlw publivation exists
under good tiperaling cunclitions,
has financial backing and freedom," Dr. Bente! said.

Miss Felten explained that the
deadline for the dorms is early
bemuse the residence section of
the yearbook is the most stable
and therefore one of the first to
go to the printers.
Toward the meeting’s end most
of the differences were settled.
The deadline was extended front
Oct. 21 to Nov. 12, and tlw dorms
were given two MUM pages of candid shots.

establishing the United Nations
Dumbarton Oaks in ND and San
Francisco in 1945.
In 1946 he beei0111‘ director of
the Trusteeship Division of the
U.N. Secretariat and in 1948 was
made principal director of the
U.N. Department of
flimehe WaS Issris in I wd ro,
Mien.. in 1907. After the death
of his parents I0 years later,
Hunche
and
his
grandmother
innved lo Jos Angeles. Calif. IIr
was graduated summa com
front the t
ersity of California
at Los Angeles in 1927 with it B.A.
in political science, lie received
Isis M.A. in 1928 and Ph.D. in
1934 Irons Ila rva rd Universi t y.
In 1928 Bundle joined the faridly at Howard University. He became chairman of the political
Selene(’ department at Howard in
1929 and a full professor in 1938,
For a few years prior to 1991,
Biutcht was contributing editor OD
the publication "Science and Siieiety. A Marsian Quarterly "
111’1451 193R awl
1510 It! milli.
workpril ’iii, I lie
Vivi-04in lir help poi/duet. Ii 511.
ciolrigira I si ’lily of the American
Negro "An American Dilemma."
Dave Ireland. piddle relations

V
.11111.111,A
(.0111t111
visit VViilliv, Lit

’

Pe.111,11,...

Parents’ Day
Schedule
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Dr. Bohm/
lark. President of
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Squabbles, Personal Jibes
Highlight YR-Demo Debate
loc
Johnson. to
the 5.18 do his hest in a campaign when
Isis opponent is going around the
Democratic Club locked horns Iasi
country making all kinds of false
night In TH55 in what was billed
statements about how he is selling
as it debate on the economic impli- he col n t ry down the river.
cations of the two party platform,
"Of ttll’SP, ’11011e will dare call it
Although economics not entirels
tetson said, frferring
absent, the debate often brok.
d lic
popular brink which
down into political squabbling and
coniervntiVe,
personal character assaults,
"I Ii "’illIt Ire"s"n"
Richard Reel/ and Richard Sulter represented the young Repub- RN-h "Ilh
"ry
licans while Dave PeterS011
Francis ’ronelli spoke for the 0.
ocratic Club. The event was sp
sored by the SJS Student 1.nomic Association represented
Darrell Williams and Jim 1<oel.
Asked to explain how the l’
ocrals can clitiM economic inress when in 1960 JFK said
were 13 million people in pm,.
and now Johnson claims 111,,,.
41 million its poverty, Mrs
replied ’The psi!. Ini5e the
to procreate at It scry rapid roPeterson said he thought two
foment standards for determiic,
poverty were responsible for I’
wide difference.
Al one ’,obit in the tlebab.
son spoke alsuit the ni,,,,
campaign.
"It is
difficult." he Oa,
II I

I

Ii II

Young Republicans and

October 19

cpaptatt
gi,ekitere
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"Right on Campus"

2SPARTAN DAILY
Friday, Oct. 16, 1884

Thrust and Parry
knew.: -..itt
State’s 21,000 studelits, there are approxi
mately B or 1101141 persons who are eligible to vote in the NO%
her election
Some issues that will be listed on the November ballot
probablv are among the most heated in the history of Califurnia legislar . Of these, Prop. 14 has perhaps generated the
most controversy.
Prop. 14 is designed to nullify portions of the Rumford
Fair Housing Act which was enavted to tight discri ttt i ii ation iii
I iiiii
Hasiralls. Prop. Ii is an issue for the ptiblic to decide if
they ate %Wing to let an extra legal gmer iiiii ental boil% t,11
them to %horn they may sell their property or whether they
... maintain the right to (1114.6mi:tate.
to prohibit
Itrielly. Prop. 14 amends the state constitut
tI.,’ -tate legislature and local governments from placing any
111111i.liiIMS 011 a person’s right lit refuse to sell or rem his resi
,11.111.1.11 IIrlop.fl to allot her 10.114011. Its effltcl 54011111 ht. to guarante, prolert
owners the right to reject applicants for any
11,1,1111
l’art. and religion, and to remove front extra
legal r.r..1%1TLIIIIg 11111111... i lit’ ability to pass laws against dicer’
in housing cm the basis of race, color, religion, natural
oat
’,Hain or artevstr.
Proponents of Prop. 14 maintain that the measure restores
the right ol property owners to control the sale and rental of
prorperl. They say Prop. 14 removes coercion
dick
.oggl p.gg- die
for s olontary cooperation among the races.
IIpete cit. oi
14 hold that the proposition itself is
.
ille real is..11.. that ii %mild grant special
Inc
real .-tate interests ,sinee other businesses are
-tilitrti
gliscrit ii i ll atiogg.
,,,ogg people look igg Prop. 14 a a It-gal issue, others take
loor.r1
. III/I trying to influent* anyone’s position
%it .
niea-iire. ce .1,, urge that all students intending to vote
cii the \oenther election take the time and effort to investigate
this :led the oilier propositions on the ballot.
Inform:dim! for or against this anti other ballot measures
riearl all political tir non-partisati headquarters.
l

Illi1,itri.1111 to he illktrIlled.

Bel ore

s ote, know what you are voting for.

--C.W.

Will Parents’ Day Guests
Face Registration Ordeal?
Tomorrow will he the second annual Parents’ Day. Will
the pareni- of San Jose State’s student body suffer the same
1,giAration
as their children?
Can SJS disillusion these honored guests with lengthy,
inefficient red tape?
Elie proud parent.. should be given a facsimile of pre-class
protocol to acquaint them with real college life.
lie,gistration for Parents’ Day activities will begin at 8:30
II1,0011 parents of the nearly 21,000 enrolled SJS
Ilit
8.111.
-1...iild
introeteil to enter their lines at 6 a.m.
I lic line sill enter the Library North building. No parents
will be admitted until their letter group has entered the building.
By ill a.m. es eryone should have received his "Reg" packet,
..eluditig a few ti
sand who had theirs misplaced by the
()Rite. and !mold
admiiii-trar
plete their cards and proceeil to the Men’s Gym to register for the various tours and
leet crc
’I he most successful method of gaining entrance to a tour
or lerture is to have Mother wait in one line and Dad in another.
If the lines are moving slowly, the unfortunate parents
may lintl their line closed while someone goes to lunch.
At 1 p.m. the lines should begin moving again.
If all p lei. well, Mom and Dad may get into the same leelures and tours together, providing the person at the "Reg"
table has been able to correspond the right name with the right
lecture ritenther. IBM ntunber, day, hour and instructor.
V. ith all going smoothly, parents should enjoy Saturday
nigh It’. game with Washington Slate.
of the "extremists" in the group might protest that
s;.IS has a regressive registration procedure. However, students
l
boat-m.41 that the college likes to feel it has a personal
totieli with etwh one of its nearly 21,000 students.
’1 he sehool is for progressive techniques. Although the
I iikersity of California tl,f, pre-registration, SJS officials must
!eel it isn’t needed here a- long as everything runs 88 smoothly
is it has.

Thrust and Parry Letter
Writers: Have No Fear
I:, 11 %% 1 litilIA-MAGGIORE
%% riling "Thrust and
.
ry" letters to Spartan Daily
need not worry about these letters being used against them in
any way.
Last spring a rumor circulated on campus to the effect
that all "Thrust and Parry"
letters were filed in student
Folders as part of their permanent records.
Some students were advised
not to write letters to the Daily
because they might be dug out
of the files and adversely affect
the students’ future employment
prospects.
Thus, the rumor discouraged

-4,

the free expression of opinion on
campus.
A resolution brought up last
year before the Academic Council requested the Council to look
into the truth of this matter.
The Issue was handed to the
policy committee on student affairs, headed by Dr. Harold Do.
Bey. After Investigating the content of various student folders
the committee found no evidence
of Spartan Daily letters being
clipped and filed.
Letters sent to the Daily are
kept by the newspaper for one
semester, just for the protection
of the Daily, then are destroyed.
The newspaper treats them as
confidential,

Sea2tan2?ie4
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serious; they also tend to have
short, random bursts of hysteria
when they don’t understand certain aspects of the film. Asking
the critics to please keep quiet
doesn’t help; it only makes them
babble and snicker and titter
louder. Unfortunately. I cannot
remain dispassionate about the
mutter. As I see it, the only
way to stop their behavior Is to
mercilessly flog them with a
length of 70 rum. film until they
become unconscious.

Voices Disapproval
Of Political Cartoon
d.,

Proposition 14A Hot Issue
To Ponder for November

tIngly object to the political cartoon in the Oct. 14 Issue
of the Spartan Daily. This cartoon expresses the idea that the
governments In the Free World
are 100 per cent good and that
the governments of the Communist world are 100 per cent bad.
This idea obviously is fallacious
anyone who has any sense of

lib

Vantage
Point
By EVELYN SALAZAR
EVEN WINNERS HAVE BAD LUCK. Students from Arizona
State University and the University of Houston recently appeared
on the College Bowl, a television team panel game, in New York
City. In spite of winning the game, the Arizona State team had a
streak of bad luck. The worst thing that happened was that Arizona’s congratulatory telegram was delivered to the Houston team
by mistake.
RATS are the subject of two motion pictures made by Dr.
IAA] Seng Trod, a Chinese professor of psychology at Tulane Uniersity. The films are entitled "Rats Co to College" and "Cooperation Between the Cat and the Rat." These films may be ielevised
on a national educational television network.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA, national service fraternity at Sacramento State College, recently held a free barbecue. The main dish
was bear meat.
FOR EACH HIS OWN. Al Brigham Young University, students
In animal husbandry 161 own their own cows. The student is charged
for the cow’s room and board, and in turn the student can sell his
dairy products to the BYU Food Services,
THE MACHINES ARE COMING! Instruction cards for football
card stunts at the University of California at Berkeley have always
been marked by hand. Now the machines have taken over the job.
Soon an IBM machine will punch out the instructions.
ALL MACHINES AREN’T BAD. Tape recorded books and
other materials are used by Dr. John W. Hudson, associate professor of sociology, at Arizona State University. Dr. Hudson is
Because much of the material he needs for his classes is not
available in Braille, Dr. Hudson listens to tapes at twice the speed
it was recorded. He is able to listen to the garbled sounds and understand them at the same rate an average reader can react.

Question Man

World Series
By CAROLYN CHASE
Photos by Carolyn Kinet
Question:

What

do

you

think

of

he

MI if’111114’

Of the If ’odd Series?

Dulltu Benastd, graduate social science major:
What happened? The Cardinals won didn’t
they? I think it’s great. They played as a highly
spirited team. God bless them.

F:iggIt t Wallace
170111

But such a cartoon is not
simply absurd, it also is quite
dangerous. It is an example of a
bigoted type of nationalism that
has been a significant cause of
past wars. The psychology of
such a cartoon is a war psychology, which we no longer can afford in such a dunger-filled
world.
To survive we must try to
understand the Communist nations and seek agreements with
them to facilitate co-existence.
By propagandizing the public
into believing that we are perfect
and that Communists are devils,
such cartoons reduce public support for co-existence, which is
the only way to avoid non-existerice,
Fred

RENT

I was real happy. I thought they deserved it
and a lot of luck was involved, They just happened to be on top, but it multi have gone either
way.

Gina Levitt, freshman English major:
Well, I think it’s real good. The Cardinals
won didn’t they? The Yankees didn’t have any
competition in the American League this year.

Shirley Murrell, senior elementary education
major:
I’m glad. I wanted St. Louis to win. I’m sick
of the Yankees winning.

Fr.
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Modern Office
Machine Company

Sot
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Top Sirloin

1.49

Dinner Steak

1.24

Ground Steak

1.19

542 South 2nd Street

124 E. San Fernando
2935283
(Nest door to Cal tool Store)

FREE PARKING

Having Car Trouble?
We are specializing in any car repair and in a
complete line of Shell Products

’Critics’ of Film
Hard on Viewer

Carl Brown Shell Station
& Bill Boone Automotive

dctor

The c! to

Film Series is pee’toting some excellent films this
semester. Last Wednesday, F. W.
Murnau’s "Sunrise" was shown,
a sensitive film that covers a
wide range of emotion as well as
cinematic tech nique. Unfortunately, there were some damnable "critics" present who made
It difficult for me to fully experience the film. These critics
(who apparently are used to
viewing much more arty films
such as "The Screaming Skull"
or "Tarzan Goes To India" or
"The Brain Eaters") have the
peculiar habit of verbalizing
their profound criticisms during
the film and of snickering loudly
when the film becomes overly

CORNER SO !Ili, STREET & SAWA (I LAMA
PHONE 295 9910

THIS AD GOOD FOR $5.00 ON ANY TUNE-UP
4.4=.

40101.4MH

LOOKING FOR EXCITEMENT’

The Horizon’
Shown Tonight

RENT A MOTORCYCLE THIS WEEK -END

"The Horizon," a color film on
California, will be shown tonight
at 8 at the International Student
Center, 215 S. Market St., San
Jose.
The film will be presented by
Glenn Vaughan, life science
teacher at Pioneer High School.
All students and faculty members are invited.

You know you’ve always wanted to. Try it for one hour and
you’ll be sold. Find out why so many college students love this
sport. You’ll find a new world of fun and freedom at ..

HARTKE MOTORS

WE SELL PARILLA10’. DOWN

333 W. SAN CARLOS

292-2022
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for the
price of
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SLACK SALE

VAIMEENS
121 S. 4th

Jeff Russell, sophomore engineering major:

SPARTAN SPECIAL

TYPEWRITERS

A4133

Bill Cabral, graduate mathematics major:
I’m glad. It shows the supremacy of the
National League over the American League.
The Yankees didn’t play the motivation this
year that the Cards played.

ARCHIE’S
STEAK
HOUSE

ENTIRE STOCK OF
PLAIN FRONT SLACKS

from $12.95 to $24.95
Two May Participate
Half Off with a Friend

(across from SJS library)
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWO S

l’ACCIS

Tamales don’t have parents, but
you do. Treat them right, to a
dinner at Tieo’s. They’ll love you.

Larry Lewis, jtmlor marketing major:
I’m just sorry the Giants weren’t in. I’m
just as glad St. Louis won -the Yankees have
had more than their share.

Phone Orders CY 74421

4th and St. James

Is

SPA RTAN DAVI 1r-3

’BLUE CHIP’
MEANS MONEY
IN YOUR POCKET
The difference between life insurance
companies can mean money in your
porlict Connecticut Mutual Life’s quality investments mean high earnings
wiliA result in high dividends to policy 0,0(4%
Rod when you consider the
emeious benefits and options DK of
Iris , you how why Connecticut Mutual
is "the BIM’ Chip Company that’s Low
in net cost. too" Call us today .
let Blue Chip quality make a difference
to you.

Robert T. Heckley
CLU General Agent
Fred Fernandez SJS
Bernard Clinton SJS
Robert Quiel SJS
Daniel Hitchock SJS
James Keener SJS
Larry Nelson SJS

’59
’59
’60
’6 I
’62

Connecticut
Mutual Life
TM ’Blue Chip Company
lhal logo in net cosi too

wwwwiimennelmsell

lanwesimignswwwwwwwwwwws.
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The Match Box
Students are bustling around today finishing last minute (tore,
to gel ready to welcome parents on their annual clay at SJS.
For many !talents it will he the first time they have seen their
Johnnys and Janies since the college students announced pinniegs
and engagements to their Greek brothers and sisters.
For other parents it will be the first time they have seen their
married children since the collegians returned to school.

I
I II, dorms ale
1.1111thie to live there again!"
This was the consensus of 108
el/ells in the three %%omen’s
dorms polled by the Spartan
Daily.
Why do %% omen choose dormitory life over living in an apartment or lioarding house? Convenience and economy were the
most repeated answers.
.lerin Helen Fleming, a junior
social science major, SIIMIT1Pfi it
op when she answered. "It’s a
great convenience to have meals
already cooked, and we are very
close to school."
Diane Dibble, junior physical
primal km major, is a transfer
from junior college. She chose
the dormitory because she did
St. t want to be bothered with
hi itisekeeping.
Fill’ N atirrene Griffon!, the
dormitory living provided a satisfactory compromise. The freshman speech major wanted to go
away to sehiiol, but her parents
wanted her to attend college locally. By "going away" to the
dorms and attending local SJS,
the compromise was successful.

ENtiAtilEMENTS
Karen Esehenbitch, junior math major from San Leandro, to
Gary I,. Moore, senior mechanical engineering majoe at Purdue
Universitv. from Highland, Ind,
Diane M. Talmo, senior sociology major from Santa Clara to
Jack M. Bartlett, senior business management major from San Jose.
SHY Serafino, Sigma Kappa, senior sociology and corrections
graduate business stumajor from San Francisco to Jim
dent at the University of Santa (71ara. They plan to he wed next fall.
Kathy Bhuxell, Delta Gamma, junior sociology major from Santa
Monica to Ben Byrd, ’rheta Chi,
senior history major front Huntington Park.
Carole Cadona, Newark High
Schcol teacher, June ’64 SJS
grad front Tulare to Dick Olmstead, junior accounting major
from Duluth, Minn. They plan
to by married next May.
Fran Junta, first grade leacher in Fremont Unified Schisil
District, June ’64 SJS grad from
Mountain View to Don McMillin,
senior accounting major from
Burbank. They plan a June ’65
wedding date.
WEDDINGS
Betty illimiage, Kappa Kappa
Gamma, ’64 SJS grad now teaching school in San Mateo, was
A SCHEDULED AIRLINE
married to Jerry Area, Delta
Sigma Phi, senior journalism
major from Santa Barbara.
Norma Erickson, Delta Zeta,
junior secretarial major from
Palo Alto, was married Aug. 29
to Newell Monroe, apprentice
carpenter from San Jose,
Nancy Nicholson, Delta Gamma, junior sociology major from
Sherman Oaks was married
Sept. 11(u) Jim Oates, Alpha Tau
Omega, senior psychology major at Stanford from Palo Alto.

TIME

AIRLINES

I

311

l’ARENTS LIKE DORMS
How do parents, as a whole,
like their daughters to live In
the residence halls?
With one exception, parents
ilL.91411 it WIN THE place to live.
Mikie klarculescu aptly said,
"My parents like it because I
am happy here."
The single exception was the
mother of a sophomore political
science major. Her main hone
to pick revolved around the
staircase. She claims it ruined
her high heels and suggested
carpeted stairways.
One parent complained the
bedrooms looked too "institutional." But that was before her
daughter unpacked her ruffly
Pink bedspread and myriads of
stuffed animals!

Call 286-1862

Ion Thn Alarnedd
254-5660

NEVER
A
BUM STEER
AT JULIAN IV STEAKS
111

NEW YORK $159
I
STEAK

SEMINAR
The Bay Area group of the
California Association of Public Purchasing Officers will be
holding its annual seminar in
the auditorium of the Science
Building at SJS. The seminar
on ill start at 8:15 a.m. isn Oct. 17.

DECORATE ROOMS
Ilow do coeds decorate their
rooms to break away from the
inustifirtionl at mosPhere? Each
room has a bed, desk, bureau,
bulletin board and bookshelf for

zuouzwumgmuimar

DINNER INCLUDES.
GARLIC BREAD. CIIILI,
SAIAD. BAKED POTATO

FREE

TO SJS STUDENTS:

Guitar
Sale
304 gaihiri

ONE FULL QUART OF MILK
WITH EVERY
NEW YORK STEAK ORDER*

cta,tiicGuam’s

STUDENTS MUST SHOW ASB CARD
MOIM.

MIN MI

MEM

FOR GOOD STEAK DINNERS Al
rflICFS STUDENTS CAN AFFORD, TRY

Julian .1-1/ Steaks
Fourth and Julian

Next to Burger Bar

MINIM

acIric guitars
F.Yerylliitig in
Musical in..trnmeilis
and
.oricHarvey’s
Musical Instiuments
tel N. till. 286.1li
Free parking at Kirby’s lot
IYYIYATrYti \IniTra Nt

-ant

*Oro

Home Away from Home
Rates A -OK with ’Dormies’

MOSI CC/PfIS SI:11-1 by rearranging the furniture and clecoraling
tIre bulletin board. Purchase of
matching bedspreads comes next,
and madras seems to be the
most popular, according to the
poll.
Judy Knox has decorated her
room in Spartan colors, gold,
white and blue. She and her
roommate invested in a soft
gold throw rug to protect their
feet from the cold, cold lino,. inn
Ilivir Matching bliie and guild
biskpreads adorn their beds, and
the bulletin boards repeat the
Moe and gold coloring.
Karen Mitchell, a junior history stildent, has decorated her
room with purple and blue decorations, college pennants and
pictures from Old Germany and
Morocco.
Ninety-eight per cent of the

coeds polled would choose to
live in the dorm again at least
for their first year on campus.
For Janice Coleman, a senior
in elementary education, this
is her seventh semester in the
dorms. She chooses it again and
again because" It’s a chance to
live with a wide variety of people - to know them, understand
them and tolerate them."
The majority of dorm residents form a bumper crop of
freshman and transfer students.
Friendship, meeting others and
activities with the men’s dorms
form the basis for contentment
with dormitory living.
Friendship, friendship, friendship was repeated over and over
again.
"Getting to know 200 girls.
each one different from the
other, is the best thing about
dorm life," said Shirley Hunter.
She is a kiophomore English and
drama major.
DISLIKES TOO
Not everything about dormitory life is a bed of roses, as
any "dormie" will admit. Dislikes range from short sheets to
late house meeting hours, from
mandatory check-out
to the
somewhat noisy atmosphere.
’’It’s hard to study amidst the
noise," chorused Marcia eland.
sophomore physical education
major, and sophomore math major Linda Egan.
"Being disconnected from the
intercom is worst," moaned
Cathy Jo Cozen. She is a freshman student majoring in family
life.
Miss Cozen explained the differences she sees between high
school and college life.
"College is an independent
city. All students are on an
equal basis and no personal
competition exists. Everyone is
an individual and no one is ridiculed or persecuted on the basis
of non -conformity."
The women see the casualness
of resident hall life. But they
also see the seriousness of working, playing, living and studying
with 200 coeds in a single college
dormitory.
WEEKEND TRIP
SJS coeds majoring in physical
education will attend Major
Camp this weekend at Camp
Kenolyn, near Soquel.
The approximately 100 girls
will depart from SJS by bus
tomorrow morning and will return Sunday afternoon.
They will use this time to get
better
acquainted
with
one
another and to discuss various
phases and issues in physical
primal ion.

YOU CAN HELP
DEFEAT
PROPOSITION 14

1
/
i

Precinct Work
Place: Campus Christian Center
111111 & San Carlos Sts.
Time:
I

Saiisnla
S ttttt lay
AlonilayThorsilay

0:30 a.m .
2:00 p.tn.
.6:30 p.m.
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As QS I sugqe,f
we run over fo
Silva Service and
inflate the foot.
ball!

SILVA
MEANS
SERVICE
From inflating footballs to
complete engine overhauls,
Silva Service will serve you
best. Come in before the
game and fill your tank ...
or your football.

SILVA SERVICE

78 So. 4f h St.

II

77
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SATURDAY

Oct. 17
3foiveni

leoJe

(THE Campus Florist)
295-4321

8th & Santa Clara
-11cYltrYt itratotrarsarant

iltiihlY

big deluxe . .

’Mb. BURGER
[SALE PRICE 28( 4 for 11

brat-mg
livelier lather
for really smooth shaves!
1.00

.,picofresh lotion! 125

TWO DAYS ONLY!

lasting freshness
glides on fast,
never sticky! 1.00

SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Oct. 17-18

elicYfia

the eupyeP ear4

c2v,P4

OVER 20,000,000 BURGERS SOLD IN SAN .10SE

4 BIG LOCATIONS
S H U LTO N

4th AND JULIAN

1st AND GOODYEAR

WEST SANTA CLARA AT DUMAS
STEVENS CREEK RD. AT SARATOGA AVE

.1"/CPtir...with that crisp, clean masculine

aroma!

IOWA

PRESENTS 1964

REGULAR PRICE 38c

I ii.’ nut Iqiflill

295-8968

GOOD LUCK SPARTANS. BEAT WASH. STATE!
.7ZITIK.21

0,, THE BURGER BARS ,,,
INSPECTED MEAT DAILY
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Welcome Mom and Dad SJS
SJS Marching Band
Gives Sparta Spirit

III I I

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Monday-Thursday Friday
Till 9 P.M.

1425 W. San Carlos Stre
CYpress 8-1212

It

r.vrry (a-rpm:m.14:
Thern is a tradition at SJS

REMEMBER HER FOR

PRESENTS
Tomorrow

with Flowers

See Our Novel
Suggestions Today

c The finest always . . .
and you pay no more

(, Nct

"S" FOR SPIRITThe Marching Band, pride of SJS, is shown in
one of its common formations during a recent halftime show in
Spartan Stadium. The obvious pride these 120 musicians, under
the direction of Roger Muzzy, take in their drills and music is
a source of pride and inspiration to all who have ever viewed
one of their halftime performances.

MB President Provides
Driving Leadership for 5)5
Is,

I:I I

sl001(1.:

"This.it the crosslip, or it can go
roads- 0 can
down."
The speaker is Bob Pisano, AS Ii
president. The statement perhaps
i,est soitis tip Ins Meting, Maim
S.IS.
le’s determined not to MI S.IS
.1).11’il
downhill" in any area

1885

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"

2nd and San Fernando
CYpress 2-8312

11:11’1161,11111..

isn’t demanded of itoii lass and call, he said,
then hun,,llege still go dov.mhill.
Pisano is a driving individual
who’s MA satisfied until he’s exhausted hint,:ell with new ideas.
Contact tenses hide his poor eyesight and Ise smile? flies jokes about
bloodshot eyes whets the contacts
bother him.
He’s a meticulous dresser and
looks every bit an executive, yet
II tame

Studio Band Plays
Show
AtThePre-Game
SJS Studio Band still sup-

$50.00 or a $25.00 Grodins merchandise order! All
you have to do is pick smite original new color
names for our New Stretch Shirt
It’s a great shirt and deserves some inspired color
names (Fink Pink, Army Navy, Willie Maize have
been suggested). It comes in 20 colors and we’ve
run out of steam trying to describe them all fittingly. So give it a try -fill in the attached coupon
and drop it by your nearest Crodins store.

4

3
Name
Address_
Phone
School

Date
III

la

e 01 dopI,,ai.o. earliest dal.. wt.

GROD I N
Valley Fair

2801 Stevens Creek Blvd. -

Monday thru Thursday
6 P.M. to 8 P.M.
Beer 20c a Glass
51.00 Per Pitcher
Sunday 3 P.M. to 6 P.M.

, ply the entertuinment for the pre;game show preceding the SJSWashington State football game.
Dr. Gus Lease, associate professor
of music and director of pie-gameshows, announced that the Studio
Hand will begin their show at 6:40
and will continue playing till 7:40.
The Studio Band is a ’26-piece
’organization composed of SJS stu’ dents. The band is directed by
Eugene Graves, part-time assistant
professor of music. Since the group
was first formed in 1962, this is
ithe first time that they have had
la full-time instructor to direct
them.
The members of the Studio Band
receive semester credits for their
effort. They meet every ’Costley
and Thursday at 7:30 a.m. as a
regular school class.
Many members of the band are
’,soured in their instruments
throughout the show. Some of the
featured artists are the following:
Don Schomber, senior music major, featured on the trombone;
Gonlon Murphy, freshman music
major, playign the sax, and Mike
Magner, senior music major, featured on the piano.

Music and
Entertainment
Nightly

Happy Hour

KIM ALLENDER
and

THE

SPARTAN HUB 20 0

AUTHENTIC ITALIAN PIZZA DISCOUNT
TO GO
TO SJS STUDENTS
Session
Jam
ON ALL
Every Sunday
PIZZA ORDERS
4:iftV601
417 SO. FIRST STREET
PHONE 294-1454

that
is becoming known throughout I hi.
west. It is not as old as Tower
Hall but It is a source of pride
to students and faculty, and is
equalled in spirit by few other
traditions at SJS.
It Is the SJS Matching Band
There are few students who have
never fell the chill run rip their
spine when the SJS Mart:Mite
Petal takes the field in double- ,
time cadenve with dust flying and
batons 551iirlIng

Salute to Parents." The band 55 II
perform before the game by lain,
, ing its the colors in a precise,
drill.
The spirit among band membm
is high and their enthusiasm .
contagious. It spreads through
the rooting section like wildfire
The spirited response is Iii greatest possible credit the hati
sitaleni
can receive After all

GOLF
1,1:1

120 STRONG
The band of 120 students spends
hundreds of hours preparing for
half-time shows, yet it takes less
than 30 minutes to put on a performance. One of the drummers,
Don Lopes, said, when asked if
the band could hear the tremendoter ovation they receive, "You’d
be surprised how well we can
hear, and it’s the greatest feeling
in the world. When we see the
students stand and cheer for us it
makes us try even harder to put
BOB PISAN
on a good performance."
. . ASB president
The show to be presented at
has outlined a program of "pro- the game Saturday will be "A
.
gressivism.!..
Like the proponent, the mitgram
is nothing less than dynamic.
"Whenever we do something,
let’s keep OW’ eyes open for a better way to do it," he emphasized.1
This, generally, is what PiSallie
meatus by "progressivism."
He is particularly concerned
about promoting new and better
ways because, as he pets it, the
college -is at the crossroads."
"Our ASH responsibility now is
to provide those out -of-class aethat will stimulate the
mind and give it a chance to relax."
Pisano is currently engrossed
in several such projects.
He wants the ASH to lay foundations for a "scholar-in-residence" pmgrant.
The present lecture and visiting I
scholar program, he noted, brings
speakers to campus for short periods. He wants to invite outstanding scholars to the campus
for an entire semester.
Expansion of Spartan Programs
into the popular entertainment
field is also a pet project.
Spartan Programs, he said, "has
a fine classic concert series, but
we ought to try to bring more
pop entertainers to campus."
San Diego State is bringing
Harry Belafonte to campus and
"I’ll he damned if we’ll be outdone
by San Diego State," he declares’.
He wants to promote a major,
week-long cultural festival at SJS
that would attract nation-wide
competition in all areas of the
arts.
There is an ASI3 committee
working now on the possibility ol
a pilot program for a cultural festival within one year, he noted.

T1115 is the weekend to forget the tasteless meals
served in the dorms. Let
yourself escape from the
monotony of sorority and
fraternity dinners. Leave the
troubles of apartment cooking and let our "experienced -in excellence" staff
treat you, your date and
your parents to a refined,
relaxed dinner. Open both
Friday and Saturday nights
for your convenience. Visit
us THIS weekend.

\ --

Par 3 Course.

K MIMI’S IN ARNIMI

Dressed in black 111140r:11S with
gold and silver trim, they look
as though they at* a well -drilled
III’ Is WIC 111 1111 N111,1.10,1 I /1 I Slit? militia, eager to take the field of
battle. They stream onto the field,
ASH presidents,
lie stands 5 feet 6 inches tall their white plumed hats bobbing
and walks at a frantic pace, al - proudly, and their gold instruments
sparkling brightly in the sunlight,
1110,1
I if’ a iS.o
lily alnall
iii’ I /
’011.. suggesting the splendor of knights
Ii zirmor.
111111, and
Under the direction of Boger
IJIt
111’
S. Muzzy, the band hes become a
symbol of spirit for SJS. It has
performed on national television
ISati Francisco ’49er game last
season( and has spread the "Spirit
of Sparta" from Arizona State
419621 to the University of Oregon 119631.

Parents’ Day
Weekend

$1.00
(Daily with faculty or
student identification)

1401 S. 1st

2050 S. WHITE ROAD

STATE MEAT MARKET
4th and Santa Clara
CT 2-7726
COMPLETE LINE OF FIRST QUALITY MEATS
Wholesale and Retail

Corner

THIS WEEK’S

SPECIALS

ARMOUR. DUBUQUE. & CUDAHY

SLICED BACON
MEATY RIB STEAKS
PORK CHOPS
RIBBED LAMB CHOPS

Downtown 135 South First Street

Plenty of FREE PARKING

FIRST AT SAN

Edo

CARLOS IN DOWN
TOWN SAN JOSE
294-4200

GREAT SELECTION
OF NAME CO-ORDINATES

Valley Fair Shopping Center
1325 Lincoln Ave., Willow Glen

r
Designed by Miss B With the Young in Mind I31-1001Vra
The high -buckle, swing heel comes in Black and Brown Morroco.
Black and Red Glove leather for

58.95

4hes

55
72c
79c
72

Wholesale to Frafs, Sororities and Boarding Houses

SPECIAL!

ditiMMGnan2nEnarAiu’inna".

CY 2-1266

2 Wes South oi Story Road

7.99
Dashing cardigan sweaters and slipons warm in 100% wool.
Some styled with bold brass buttons. Available in assorted
colors in a generous size range of 34-40. Smooth stretch capris
for wonderful winter warmth, also from a famous maker for
the fit you want and expect in a blend of 60/ uylon..40%
rayon. 8-16.
6P0RTSWEAR. SECONb FlOOR

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

..er.e.4...e.e.4.-..e..e..4e4e,zeee"....se.e..e.estne

[...eacetoste.exe..e

Parking Is a ’lead/idle :
For a big car awl a small parkirir pace. Get a Hand
that mail liekicle that tined you Mg headaches.
* Budget terms availirkle.

New Palo Alto
3489 F I t lano Real
hloeis !loath of liftgun k.ipreN.Hav
Dps-n Thur.day Until N:30
327.1215

FIND IT FAST . . .

er.,

k ..
SUPPLIES

FRAMES

Honest Values are always the order of the day when you
shop at Son Jose Paint. Fed, competent help is always snaileble whether you are shopping for Art Supplies or Do ItYourself Suplies.
AT

Players Announced
For Staged Telling
Of ’Billy Budd’

112 SOUTH 2nd STREET

Cast selections for the staged
wiling of "Billy Budd" have
twen announced by Dr. Courta;Ley Brooks, professor of drama
and the director.
Glenn Pascal will play the
title role of the young sailor
Budd, foretopman in the Royal
Navy. Captain Vere will be
played by Eddy Eman ti El.
George Berme will take the
part of the play’s antagonist,
John Claggart, master-at-arms.
Also included in the all-male
cast are Ron Krempetz, David
Kahn, Colin Johnson, William
Keeler, Will Elliot and Jeff
Holzheuer. Appearing with them
will be Toni Berger, Graham
Thurgood, Bill Barkow, Harvey
Loew and Ed DeBell,
Dr. Brooks has written her
own adaptation of Herman Melville’s novel for use in the
staged telling. Larry McCommas,
graduate student of music arid
music department head at Campbell High School, is composing
original music for the play. Production dates have been set as
Nov. 13 and 14.
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AND WE’RE IN THE
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A special occasion
that calls for a
special thought.
We arrange flowers
to suit her fancy.

9pont
Oh, center

It is a taste in art. De GustihUS, which means "taste" in
Latin, is a contemporary craft
shop which opened last week in
the basement of Mosher’s clothing store, Thirst and San Fernando Streets.
The taste can be acquired like
a student’s interest in learning
to apprecia teTschaikovsky.
Sturun Omori, who runs the
quaint shop, is there to help
anyone who is interested in the
form of a bronze pan or the
appreciation of a painting.
"I want students to come in,
who don’t know anything about
art," Samm said. She wants
them to acquire a feeling for different pieces of art, for example,
the lines in an accordian-itke
fish net, which hangs from the
ceiling in her shop.
"There is no place in San Jose

APuf Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists

Or if its a special dance, flowers
can make it perfect. Corsages,

PHONE 293.7500

arrangements and boutonnieres.

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

College Styled at
College Prices

FOLK
ClallarS-111111 jOs-Lesst011’a

Campui
318 So. 10th (next to Robert’s)

297

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC

4665

CY 7-7417

1884 W. San Carlos

4
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Beat WASHINGTON STATE!!
Have a Steak Dinner After the
VICTORY
* COLLEGE PRICE
* OPEN 24 HOURS
* FREE PARKING at AL’S & EARL’S
38 So. 3rd St.

Angelo’s Steak House
72 E. Santa Clara Street
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lwraItt of a Sale,nutn, l’illaPrize tragedy by Arthur
Miller, will open Friday. Oct. ’23
at 8:15 p.m., in the College Theater, presented by the Drama
Department.
Other performances will he
held Oct. 24, 28, 29, 30, and 31.
The box office is now open
for tickets and telephone 11...4 vat ions. Tickets are
general admission and 75 cent
with a SJS student hody card.
The play is a character study
of Willie Loman and the members of his family. Contemporary
life is shown with emphasis on
love and success

VESPA
Largest selection of Vespa
moturscooters, parts and
accessories in Northern

New

AL MITER
1,1()TORSCOO’f’F.It,,
San

authmited
dealer

Jose’, oniy
Ve.pa

For now ur later
said

CO1Q8 a,

Rollin E. BUCICIMUI, associate
insifeasor of speech, will he
featured tomorrow morning at
9 on "Perspective" over KNTV,
Channel 11.
Coordinator of the Classic
Film series, Buck:rum will discuss the creative-artistic pursuit of the independent fihn
makers. He will also present examples of his own films.
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, professor of drama. is the producer
it this week’s progrturt. The
shove is produced weekly by the
radio and television area of the
Drama Department,

pattern.;

5,1,0 5-16

607 Auterais Ave., SAn Jose
(Car 61rd II Aoirrni, A.r

295-1124

$12.991

USE YOUR BANK CHARGE,

11111111111111111111111111
coneara

Yarbrough
Bill Cosby

CleIlliull

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7th -8:30 P.M.
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TICKETS: $4.50, $3.50, $2.50
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
ON
40 W. San Carlos - CY 5-0888
SALE
Newt to St. Claire Hotel
1111111111111111111161111111111111111111

village corner, los altos
village green, santo clara

first at fountain, son jose

Children’s Theater
Cast Named

KNTV ’Perspective’
To Discuss Films

Fall

Rain & Shine Coats

like this," Samm explained.
There was a need for an art
gallery and shop because "students don’t have the money to
go away." she added.
Students are Samm’s main focal point. Why? "Because they
have inquisitive minds and want
to know things," Sawn replied.
"I am handling many of the
students works." Sa.MITL described. She wants students who
have drawn paintings or have
created forms to bring them to
the shop.
All jewelry, Japanese wood
block prints, rice paper, pottery
bowls, beads and other art exhibits in De Gustibus are hand
made, according to Samm.
The hand made art pieces
were submitted to Samm by students or personal friends of hers.
Samm’s "art collection" is not
limited. She is hoping to get a
variety of pieces of art such as
knit stilts, made by a friend, for
interested coeds.
The taste in art is beginning
to blossom at De Gustibus,

The cast for "ftumpelstUtskin
and the Witches" to be presented
by the SJS Drama Department
Nov. 19-21, has been announced
by Dr. Hal J. Todd, department
head and the play’s director.
Starring in the Children’s Theater production wil be Pat Toner,
Is Wanda; Judith Jones,
as
ilaz.el; Terry Ray, as Rumpel
stiltskin; Lorriane Lefee, as Petunia; David Brandt, as the first
oldier; Richard Gonzales, as
.ateond soldier; Glenn Pascal, as
Prince Nicholas; Ed DeBell, as
Miller; S h a reen Merriam, as
Miller’s wife, and Terry launley
:is Serena.
Other roles will he played by
Tony Simmons, as Prime Minister; David Kahn as King
Gomer; Denise Meyer, as Queen
Ponirnis; Sally Kemp, as Nurse;
Allen Reeves, as Trumpeter, and
Graham Thurgood, Will Elliott
Maureen O’Malley and Gizella
Balazs as citizens,

4,1
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Art Shop for Students
By CAROLYN CHASE

tt:c s’s f/%II
4 I. It,. 1964

Arthur Miller Play
Opens Next Friday
In College Theater

OW.

S , ADRIENNE KENNEDY
Ii you’re here le go to college, why not go all the way? Undoubtedly it is all up to the individual if he ever sees a play, or
hears u sympnony orchestra, or views an art show before he graduates from college.
But one thing not in doubt is that never again will such opportunities be so close at hand. Fine art is flourishing on this campus.
Just walking through the Art Building can be an education all
Its own. Have you ever looked Into one of the classrooms? Then
there’s the Art Gallery. The October display is a sculpture exhibit
by Erie Grontxwg.
SiJS SYMPHONY
Our San &WC State Symphony Orchestra is currently rehearsing
for its conceit on Nov. 17 ;ind 18, Dr. W. Gibson Walters, professor
of music, has returned as the conductor after a year’s leave of
absence. Last year Dr. Walters wfts a visiting professor of music at
UCLA, also serving as conductor of the university’s symphony. While
at UCLA. Dr. Walters collaborated with Dr. Jan Popper in the
production of operas, in addition to his symphony work.
The symphony’s November performance will include the first
West Coast performance of a concerto for piccolo. The work is by
all early Italian composer, Antonio Vivaldi, and is entitled "Con
Mill for Piccolo and Strings."
Also to be included in the program is "Night on a Bare Mountain." by Mou.ssorgsky. Found after his death, the composition was
orchestrated by Rimsky-Korsalaw.
So if you’re in the vicinity of Concert Hall any Tuesday or
Thursday afternoon between 3:30-5 and hear something that sounds
like a full symphonic group of 75 instnanents, you aren’t mistaken.
You’re hearing your college symphony rehearsing.
AROUND TOWN THIS WEEKEND
Dr. Erich. Fromm, famed psychoanalyst and social psychologist,
will speak Sunday evening at 8 at San Jose City College. The lee.
lure, free to the public, will he held in the City College’s Men’s
Gymnasium. SJCC Associated Students are sponsoring the lecture
as part of the Cultural Services program.
For art viewers, the Andrew Hill Art Festival will he in progress
today through Sunday at Town and Country Village. The showing
includes modern and conservative art in painting, sculpture and
eeramics.
The Smothers Brothers appear in concert at Stanford’s Frost
Amphi Theater, along with Ester Ofarim and Abraham, Saturday
night at 8.
San Francisco State’s "Five Finger Exercise" has its last two
performances tonight and Saturday. Curtain time for Peter Shaffer’s
play is 8:30 in the Main Theater.

Thirteen in , a I and wood
sculptures by Erik Gronlxirg,
eontemporary artist, will be on
,lisplay In the art gallery through
’at. 30.
The sculptures in the exhibit out include significant works excutest by the artist during the
last three years.
During this time he has been
associated with sculptors who
formed the distinctive foundry
taxi casting movenumt which
started in Berkeley four years
ago.
The wooden sculptures range
from "rugged montdiths to many
faceted assemblages," according
to Raymond Brost., assistant professor of art.
The metal sculptures are cast
in steel, aluminum, or
Dr. Gronborg was born in Copenhagen, Denntark, and attended the University of California
at Berkeley where he received
his Bachelor of Arts and Master
of Arts degree.

HOUSE OF HONDA

WALLPAPER ART

Metal,Wood I
Sculpture
On Exhibit

.1.1111.11.1.1.
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latpetrag
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invading the city, campus ...
the whole country, with the
impact of an avalanche, in
all the marvelous fabrics
and colors.
from our collection we show
an all wool flannel in red,
white, or blue. sizes 6 to 16
sportswear
blouse
hose
boots

15.

8.
2.
5.
(.,o .s-..

wnieniz.
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America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau
SPECIAL

-1

Mon. I Thur. Nights
Deacon Shinunie
& His
Dixieland Flame
Fri. 6 Sat.
Dee Marley Gad
His Hofbreu

ly

%eV

Sitotsd
4.10 8 00 p.m.

.

Sundy:
11.00 cm.. 8.00 p

SI

(,-g/tau

51 So. Market

7yrwm

Two years ago, University of
the Pacific upset an undefeated
Washington State eleven. WS1..’
swore revenge and tonic it out On
the Tigers last week, 50-0.
Last year, WSU tied Iowa and
heat Ari/ona on successive weekends. then were dumped the following week hy "little" SJS in
their own hack yard. Again, they
5555)1e revenge.
Tomorrow night, Washington
State enters Spartan Stadium with
the iclea of paying an old debt to
SJS. Gametime is 8 p.m.
SJS coach Bob Titchenal plans
to use an extensive passing attack
while the visiting Cougars plan
to counter with their all-American
candidate halfback Clarence Wilson.
Concerning Williams, Titch said,
’We’ve had the problem of stopping this kid now for two years
find boy, it is tough! This fall.

v-1

$1"

STUDENTS’ DINNER

ca/den

Cougars seek Revenge over Spartans

’NO
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Guitar Special
1795

Sports Car Fans
At Laguna Seca

Rounded Hole

6 String
Patented Pegs

Steel Strings

Campi litu4sic Co.
31, 1.11lt s I air

It.t St.

tio

Conic (114 Enjoy- el (.(ittic 4
Snooker, or Billiards.
Finest Tables in Town.
OPEN DAILY 10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

CUE

AND

CUSHION
PH. 297-9629

384 SO. 2nd ST.

Orly Two Blocks From Campus
BETWEEN E. SAN CARLOS and SAN SALVADOR
CLOSING OUT SALE
I,-

CLOSING OUT

CLOSING OUT SALE

VAUGHN’S

0

After 5 years Vaughn’s
Ui

Women’s Collegiate
Classic Shop is closing.

0

All items to be

LD

sold at less than
.7
0
-A

half price.

IA

9: CJS.,..., Sn,,,I"r . .
,9’I’, .
.

M
-

Sr ,c al Group Cresles

vAueinliss

ino oNisolo

31VS 11,10 ONISOlD

11.31
98t
7.33
6 88
6.33
218
292-7611
121 S. 4th Street
31VS

ino
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ROPICAIR

Alma and Almaden Rood 294-2041

1968 Alum Rock Avenue

STUDIO
292-6778
396 South First
"FAIL SAFE"
"MOUSE THAT ROARED"
STUDENT RATE

SARATOGA

North Screen
"SEDUCERS"
"THE LONELY SEX"
South Screen
"HOUSE IS NOT A HOME"
"ZULU"

GAY I
4C0 Sout’n First

294 5544

14502 Big Basin Way
"CRAZY DESIRE"
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK

THE CONJUGAL BED"

"TOM JONES"

TOWNE
1433 The Alameda

297-3060

"YESTERDAY. TODAY
AND TOMORROW"
Added
"PSYCOSISSIMO"
Friday and Saturday of 9 p.m
SPLC.:Int PIILVIFW
"THE FIND"

CINEMA
552 South Bascom

r

I

45e8//06 814Ti"
"Fall of the Roman Empire"
"PATSY"

Seorim: two goals in the first :PI
of play 111111 four goals
Os opponent% tallied, the S.IS
%later polo learn defeated the Mo.
.tcsto Parket and Swim Club 21-12
Wednesday in the Spartan Pool.
Utilizing a newly installed double
post offense the Spartahabes’
I h.ure McCall broke free for a shot
ttefore the startled Modesto team
hIll time to organize its defense.
After the goal, Modesto still appoared shaken as they brought the
ball down pool. Suddenly, the ball
was stolen, thrown to McCall in
the identical spot, and the Spar’,no led 2-0.
Coach Lee Walton began to sub,titute freely as the Sparlababes
took commanding 6-1 lead at the
ttal of the first quarter. At hull line the Spartababes led 10-5 and
Walton had already substituted 15
men.
Modesto. who played its first
’,ant almost the entire gime’.
titailed only 15-11 at the end of the
third stanza, so Walton inserted
the first unit.
The fourth quarter was literally
reminiscent of the first. The Sparlababes once again scored six goals
to their opponents one.
Walton said McCall, Greg Swan,
Captain Steve Hoberg, and Steve
Nelson all contributed heavily to
the surprisingly easy victory. Gary
Holmquist, the smallest man on
the team, played well also, accord’
ill,’ to Walton.
TN. outstanding player for the
Modesto team was Tint Holley.
Although only a Junior in high
Ito has played in three suns! Northern California tournaments.

295-7238

"NOTHING BUT THE BEST"
"WEEKEND WITH LULU"
"Stylish variation of Room
et the Top"
Time Magosin.

tswtant part in each hand W11111’111..
:ince. Its dance minims rival ttot,e
television,
in
of
on
any appeacin.,.. pr..te,giottany
west seen him
Inin let and scouted him in person and the chorets,r; if .1,
and all we can say is that he is done by the girls
even greater. He is the complete
football player."
NEW FROM
The C’otigars run frffla the I

SCOTLAND
St111111.111% must
5o1131 .111/5e
pre ent their student hods curds
ailinittifnee to t $$$$$$$ Fruit
tit
.
night’s M"St.-s41.4 football 5:
.411i4 studio 1/111111 soul 1.0e
retie the gime soil Ii entertainment, beginning at 11:40 11.111
TIN’ S11111111 11:11111 Is 1. prised it
26 San Jose students.
fortnattiin. compared to that
USC.
Williams is used all over
backfield and is frequently ff
on reverse plays.
"Washington State uses is
six defensive alignment wolf
roaming linebackers. They’re tough
to run or pass against," said Titch.
Williams isn’t Titchenal’s only ,
concern. "The Cougars have two
other good runners in the backfield in Willie Gaskin.s and T. C.
McClellan. There’s also the passing of Tom Roth to contend with.’
Roth has completed 20 of filf
posses for a .500 average this
son, He also does a lot of romatl,.
having rushed for 129 yards. Rot h
leads the team in total often-,
with 378 yards.
New WSU coach Bert Clio ff
installed the new "I" foimaroff
with the idea of a more vivid 1,111ning

attack.

The Spartans have been riddlf f.1
by injuries during the last Ill ff
Weeks of practice. Jim Cadile and
center Bob Kroll have been both.
ered by knee trouble while halfback Ed Titus has been hampered ,
by a bad leg. All will play how.
1’s PI’. stipulale.1 Toelf.

Take a

Shetland Sportscoofs
From $49.50
Shetland Sweaters
From $14.95
TUX RENTALS ALSO

VANN
US
traditional clothiers
419 Town & Country Village
243-3552

tue:/1

Refresh with a tall, cool glass of
America’s favorite orange drink
Big Size 15c
In

Bigger Size 25c

case you get hungry while

sipping your big orange drink,
order a juicy, meaty delicious
Winzy Burger
Only 49c

&tole iIinjit citack ear
Santa Clara & I I th Street

111111111.11t oil IMP

Spartababes
Top Modesto
Lt SJS Pool

LLD

0

A BATTLE OF POTENTIAL ALL-AMERICANS will unleash tonight when WSU back Clarence Williams, top, and Spartan
end Bob Bonds face each other at Spartan Stadium. Williams
leads the AAWU in rushing with a six yards per carry average.
He is tied for ninth in AAWU scoring with three touchdowns18 points. Bonds, who plays left end, defense back, and receives
punts and kickoffs, was chosen as the outstanding back on the
West Coast two weeks ago by the Nor. Cal. writers.

t,

In

t5 I.ES ESPARZA
As each sport has its hero worshippers, so too does sports car
racing. The real sports car fan, i.e.,
the "dyed in the wool" variety Is
one who repeats the name of famous driver with the same reverence that a bullfight aficionado
says "matador." And now, this
weekend, the drivers are coining to
Laguna Seca, near Monterey.
One by one the drivers begin to
!flake their appearance, often by
the curious combination of huge
Cadillacs and Lincoln Continentals
pulling small, deadly looking race
cars.
Today, the drivers begin morning and afternoon practice sessions,
the results of which will determine
grid positions for Sunday’s races
To many fans, qualifying day is
almost as exciting as race day itself. It is a chance to watch each
individual driver out on the course.
an uphill-downhill nine turn roller.
"ouster of black asphalt.
One can watch for places where
each driver displays the greatest
skill, how a corner is taken, and
how long a driver can hold off hitting his brakes before reaching a
turn. Also, practice is a chance to
compare the high pitched canvas ripping scream of the small displacement foreign engines with the
deer) growl of the domestic engines.
On the course, speeds ranging
from 20-130 miles per hour will be
reached. While this may not seem
as exciting as watching a 150-plus
mile an hour race, it must be remembered that Immo. is an extremely tight course.
Not only is the track narrow,
but as the drivers come clown the
hill they pass through the t reach (Continued on rage ’Ti

RAND-ATM GREAT

, Wool blazer swedtor in Brick or
in sizes 34 to 40
$23

INavy

Herringbone Wool skirt with inpleats. Olive, Navy or Bricl,
$17
in sizes 7 to 13

verted

i

Buttondown haberdashery shirt in
cotton Oxford cloth

San Jose’s Traditional Shops

osficr ,s J.
Fernando
\ ;?,,i4(& San
ic ic ic

\

0)

\\,,,,,_
Town & Country
Village

$6

Moyer Bros. Music
Guitar Lessons
Folk Music
I. argeit selection of
guitars in sawn.
84 E. San Fernando
298.5404

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rate,

3 mos.

18

USE OUR "RENT
TO OWN" PLAN
dlillrfeigrellee’SP:4111110
,IUSINF SS MACHINE
AND OFFICE EOUIPIVIEN

170 South Second

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.
(.,, s from Hales)
CT 7-4653

* imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschaum and
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
and Paperbacks
* Barnes Er Noble
College Outline Series

League-Leading Cal
Entertains Booters
San Jose State’s soccer team
meets league -leading California
tonight at Berkeley in a crucial
Northern California Intercollegiate
League match.
Game time is 7:45 p.m.

Spartababes Seek
Grid Win Today;
Battle Cal Poly
Coach John Wctib’s Ii osii football team will try to eliminate
costly mistakes when it travels
to San Luis Obispo today to battle
Cal Poly’s yearlings.
The Spartababes dropped their
opening game last Saturday to
Stanford 20-12, giving the ball
away on fumbles two times and
interceptions six times.
"We moved the ball all over the
field," said Webb after the lose,
"but we just couldn’t score enough.
On key plays we lost the ball via
interceptions and fumbles."
Sun Jose was on Stanford’s 20yard line late in the third quarter
trailing 14-12 when it fumbled,
blowing a golden scoring opportunity.
Quarterback Bob Toledo threw
one touchdown pass and scored
another six points on a two-yard
sneak.
Webb says he’ll start Jim Webster at quarterback today, with
Toledo seeing a lot of action. Either Jerry Howell or Jesse (J.D.)
Johnson will start at right halfback. Paul Batting replaces Injured Al Satualers at left end offensively.
Nick Pisano, 190-pounder from
San Jose, will start at fullback
in place of Ken Burk.
Cal Poly walloped Fresno State’s
yearlings 33-0 last week in its
first game of the season. However,
the Mustangs used JV players in
the win.
Webb still contends that there
is no one on the schedule his team
can’t beat.

Coach Julie Menendez has revamped Ills lineup for the match
in order to get more scoring
punch. The Spartans fell to USF.
6-1, last Saturday, failing to generate much of an offense.
Menendez has moved all -leaguer
Al Korbus to the center forward
position while shifting Nigerian
Efiok Akpan to an inside slot.
In another major move Colin
Lindores shifts from halfback to
left wing.
Lou Fraser is still a doubtful
performer in the contest. A knee
injury has kept him on the sidelines all week. Menendez won’t
know till game time if Fraser can
start. Bob Salazar will take. his
place in the lineup if he can’t.
Sam Seggen will then play right
halfback.
San Jose 11.11 must win tonight
to stay in contention. Menendez
figure’s a 6-2 record will probably
be good enough to win the chumpiortship. USF 12-1) will meet the
Spartans again Oct. 24 at Spartan Stadium. "If we can win the
two remaining road games," says
Menendez, "we’ll be in good shape,
"We had the best practice of
the year Wednesday," added Menendez. "The boys know they
must win the Cal game and the
match with San Francsico State
next week to remain In the fight
for the championship."
Cal boasts a good team, having
stopped Stanford and SFS while
losing to USF. "They have a very
strong, agressive center forward,"
says Menendez, "He plays somewhat like Eflok Akpan. He’s fast
and a good shooter."
Menendez explains moving Al
Korbus to center forward as an
attempt to open up San Jose’s
offense. Opposing teams have been
playing Korbus man-to-man making his scoring difficult.
By shifting Korbus and Akpan.
Menendez can utilize Korbus’
scoring ability while taking a man
off Akpan to allow him to score
more,
San Jose’s JV’s will meet Cal In
a preliminary game.

Tom Niemann ’63
John Byde ’64
Dick Heideman ’64
Ray Terry ’65
Dick Flanagan ’65

ALC

LCA

MIL/ALM- MN I II II
INSUKANCL COMPANY UI Hill Alin 411A

Attend the Church

Lutheran Worship

One bay Service

"WORK
OF
ART"

Darnall Returns Home

Harriers Face Weak Cal Bears

Immure Co.11
()or

1.1Ity

mN.10

Tile Spartan .Tos.,-,..irrit
team,
in quest of an unprecedented third
consecutive national championship,
travels to Berkeley tomorrow
where they face the University
of California Bears at 11 a.m.
Cal is not expected to offer
much competition, so Coach Mery
Smith intends to stress the performance of his fifth, sixth, and
seventh men.
The first finisher for Cal in the
Sacramento Invitational finished

akle.11-1ri

Art Cleaners

BOB DYLAN

leetlyioui

jut

The
Chapel of Reconciliation

e

this Sunday

Cm’ciuriti Own it
Co. & Riverside

300 So. 10th

Services

Program Meeting

Covenant Collegians meet at 9:45 a.m.
Teacher: Jim May
Director et Campus Crusade for Christ
College Youth Fellowship 6:00 p.m.
It 00 a.m.; 7:00 p.m.
Services:
College Fellowship Hour after Evening Service
Pastor Arvid Carlson, D.D.

7:00 P.M. Tuesday

PARENTS

Roy C. Hoch, Campus Pastor

WELCOME

,

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:

of Your Choice

Sunday 9:30 A.M.

Wesley
Foundation
(Methodist Student
Center)

6:00 p.m. .... Supper
40c
7:00 p.m
8’00 p rn.

FROVI IVENT

rage Ill
Wont inued fr
ecous "corksereW." ’lir, tion
one of the. reasons St Inc Litj110:i
Seca is called a "driver’s" course:
it consists of two very close and
almost completely blind turns on
an extremely steep section of the
hill.
Back in town, fans as well as
the umalellm who are to compels’
10111011.4,W arrive and complete the
festival atmosphere. Talk is made
of lap times. parties rage, amateur
drivers walk with an especially
rtelsy gait, and fans search out
professional drivers and their
mounts,
Meanwhile, on the streets every
imaginable type of sports and foreign car has its engine being reved
and goes screeching around corners
as the drivers flee the real world
into the indefinable state produced
by the mixture of danger and excitement, or feeling which can only
be satisfied by Sunday’s Grand
Prix spec! acle.
-

Ca mpu3

’t,,

297-5707

NOW THAT WE’VE GOT
A VIINI STREAK/ LET’S CO
HUNTING THIS WEEKEND

Laguna Seca Racing
Begins Tomorrow

Daily Sports Pigskin Prognosticators

441 South 0th
Street

210 North Fourth

^

Oct SPitiAlti1:6A4N

I liece Spartan
NI...C.111,i, or 1962 graduparticiDISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD
pants. ’lire lured exciting aspect of ate, MeCalla was also the former
the race should be the attempt of junior college national record holdthese three to overtake Cal’s num- er for the two mile.
ber one man, Lyman Shaffer.
McCall, now in his final seThe Spartans will not attempt mester at Stanford, will compete
to set any rcords in this meet. In- against Phil in the Stanford-SJ:,
398 E. Santa Clara
SS,
293-1030It
stead, the leaders will lay back in cross-country dual meet nes
the pack to push the fifth, sixth, weekend.
and seventh men.
rtie
The importance of team rather
IN PERSON
than individual performance was
demonstrated at the Sacramento
Invitational. Both San Jose State
and Stanford’s top four men finFOLK MUSIC CONCERT
ished among the first 12 in the
70-man field.
WED. EVE.. NOV. 25 8:30
P.M.
The Spartans’ fifth place finCIVIC
AUDITORIUM
isher was 13th, however, whereas
TICKETS NOW ____________
PAYNE
54.50, 54.00, 53.50, 52.50
STROM
SIMBURG
TITCHENAL
SIMMONS
ISTAFFORD Stanford’s fifth man was 28th.
(28.18)
(29-17)
, (25-21)
(32-14)
(25-21)
I
I
ON SALE AT WENDELL WATKINS
Consequently, SJS almost doubled
WSU at SJS
SJS by 2
SJS by 3
WSU by 3
SJS by 3
BOX OFFICE at Sherman Clay. 89 So. Eir,t St San Jose
Stanford’s score.
Arizona at Oregon
Oregon by 7
Oregon by 10 Oregon by 3
Oregon by 12 Oregon by 6
Oregon by 7
110:30 to 5:30 except Sat. & Sun.)
CY 3-6252
Spartan
Phil
Darnall
will
have
a
UOP at BYU
BYU by 10
BTU by 10
BTU by 6
BYU by 6
BYU by 3
I STU by 6
homecoming this weekend. Phil
Navy at Cal
Cal by II
Navy by I
Navy by 14
Cal by 1
Cal by 7
Cal by 7
graduated from Berkeley High
Georgia Tech at Auburn G. Tech by 3 I Au burn by 3
G. Tech by 6
G. Toth by 3
G. Tech by 3
Auburn by 6
School where he participated on
Tops in Collegiate Haircuts
Idaho at OSU
OCU by 7
OS U by 6
I OSU by 3
I OSU by 6
Idaho by 6
’ OSU by 12
the cross-country team and was
Illinois at Mintiest
Minn. by 1
Illi ni by 7
I Mini by 10
I Illini by 6
I Mini by 7
1 Mini by?
the
number
one
miler
on
the
track
lowa at Wisconsin
lows by 2
I Wisconsin by 7 Wisconsin by 3 Iowa by 3
I Iowa by 14
I Iowa by 7
team.
Between
Pittsburgh at Miami
Miami by 1
Pittsburgh by 8 Pittsburgh by 7 Pittsburgh by 61 Pittsburgh by 61 Pittsburgh by 7
571 E.
12th & 13th
Cal’s Lyman Shaffer, the one
Michigan by 6 Michigan by 5 Web. by 10
Purdue at Michigan
Michigan by 4 I Michigan by 141 Michigan b73
Steets
Santa
man standing in the way of a
ND by 12
UCLA at Notre Dame
ND by 13
N D by 9
ND by 6
ND by 14
ND by 13
(Near
ClJra
clean sweep for the Spartans, was
Spivey’s)
USC at Okio St.
Ohlo St. by I Ohio St. by 3 Ohio St. by 7 Ohio St. by 6
Ohio St. by 7 USC by 3
the
numbers
two
miler
behind
Phil
Stanford by 2 Stanford by 3 Stanford by 1 Stanford by 6 I Stanford by 7
Washington at Stanford Wash. by 7
for Berkeley High,
49eri by 3
Oars by 3
49ers at Rims
’ 49ers by 7
Rams by 3
49ers try 7
I Rams by 3
When Phil competed at Berkeley
Green Bay at Baltimore G. lay by 3
G. Bay by 6 I Baltimore by 10 I Baltimore by 6 I Baltimore by 71 G. Bay by 7
Ask Manny About His Razor Cuts
High his main goal was to break
Syracur at Penn. St.
Syracuse by 14 Syracuse by 14 I
I
the school record for the mile set
Weekly guest predictor; winner of last week’s Spartan Grid Picks. Last week’s winner: JACK STAFFORD.

The early bird
catches the worm
WILLIAM CAMDEN
By finding a career while
you’re still in college, you
can get a jump ahead of the
competition.
For young men interested in
being in business for themselves, with no ceiling on
potential earnings, Provident
Mutual offers a chance to
start now. Our training program for life insurance sales
and sales management will
begin while you’re still a
student.
We’re looking for Initiative and
imagination, for young men
who want to grow with their
careers. Stop by or phone our
campus office for a talk. Or
write for the free booklet,
"Interning for the Future".

by Su llivan’

’A Cat in Town

Program
Worsh,s

Program Topic
ct the B.,o1 A Qualor
View of Sex"
Worship Sunday
First
St. Paul’s
SrOa Clara 1 Slh 1001 a* Sun Salvador
930 Ig II 30 a m. 9.30£ 11.00 an,.

Roger Williams Fellowship
Topic: Proposition 14
Speakers:
ForMr. W. G. Jeffries, Realtor
AgainstMr. Ray Grueneich
6 p.m. Supper 50c
6.10 p.m. Meeting
at

Grosse Baptist Church
Ameri, an Bipli:t Conventi,
484 East San Fernando
11:45, 11:00 and 7:45 p.m.
Church Service
9:50 a.m. College Bible Class
"Race Relations and The Bible"
George "Shorty" Collins John M. Akers
Pastor
Baptist College Chaplain

2 blocks from school

A. J. IROMMER, Pastor - 292.5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music: B. Dahms, Vicar - 294-7033
for the complete collegiate experierce
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church

NEWMAN CENTER
Catholic Student Center
79 So. 5th St.

8:15. 9:30 and 11:00
College discussion group: 945

295.1771

Lecture Series- Tuesday F.s.e., 7:30.9:00
October 20
Jullettimn aml Christianity
Father: Juliann Mara,

the downtown church
catering to the college community
830 & I I 00 a.m. Morning Worship
9.45
College -Seminar’.
5:45 p.m. ’-Tri-C Club
198 So. Second St.. San Jose
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

SPARTAN Till-C
3rd & at Antonio

Daily Mass ... 11:45 A.M.
Catholic Women’s Center
Meetings ... Wednesday Evenings ... 8 P.M.
Chaplain: Father Largente
Newman Club President: Don Berti

Sunday, October 4, 19(1
9:41 a.m. Seminar. Burry Keiser
5:45 p.nt. Tri4:
Hour

"Campus

Morals".

College Dept. - First Baptist Church

Fitt’ Ctot la

18SPARTAN DAILY

Let’s Check Your

Ca,

Now

for Summer Driving!

" Volunteers Wanted
For Campaign Work
NoproxImately I,000 SJS stir Ids are needed to participate
I he evening doorbell ringing
,mpaign, Wednesday, Oct. 21, to
Simla CI:1,

Specializing ,,nly

European Made Cars
Repair of Volkswagen Cars
Mercedes
Porsche

WHO’S AN OWL?

4T444114
GARAGE EURO’) k
MASTER MECHANICS

760 WILLOW ST.

Trained in Germany

San Jose

Werner Zollenkopf

292-5675

asneisi4e4.44-1; AFL’
All wise birds gr
their costumes at

GOODWILL
COSTUME RENTAL
Open Every Fri. ’Til 9:00 P.M.
44 N. MdrkOf Si.
CV 74609

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
--------

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
AIRLINE RESERVATIONS ere ne..
ably for Thanksgiving weekend. Cali 1
fravel_Ayincy, 293.1031.
14A-11PA DELTATemporary Address
114 South Eleventh, Apt, 6
7
OltrESHMEN: Vote for Donna Snort,
you want an experienced
awl cr,6,ns;bis loader to represnnt s
in 64 65.
iradTElif---Ad.visor for Jewish
gratin. Art & Mu,i, work shop.
Mr. Mirkin, 297-6193, Mrs. Snoiln,
7000.
AUTOMOTIVE 121

WIG,

V,I,1

’

hOrnd 1
APT. UNAPPR.
2 brim,. V) blk. froth
Cond. $45. M..
916. 295.1154.
5. 286 3279.
FURNISHED APT. fo-r. 3. U-h-e-p--provod.
Lic. cond. 234 Sc. ’ :115
C Lir,. 53 So, 9th. 293-8327 or
F onyiiroo: M SV,F 179.0518 oftnr 5.
RM., BD. X kit. priv. girl. CoEd
.
Barb. 295.9354,
HUGE r s.4.411y furnished one bud
241.8174.
URN APT., I X- 2 hdrrn,.. pools. 1 blk.

I 00%

r

blonde.
Robbieheft-re
KING CORONET
Apr. 7. Ca,, .
1r,
HOTPOINT REFRIG
A

3 BOYS’

,
DRAFTING, SET
?
USED SOFA BED $15

I A 2 BDRMS,

REDUCED RATE NOW --

USED CARS, 499 end up. FRI1
USED CARS 345 E. Julian (her. /if, k DCRA1LER
Ilth). 295.0465.
’60 LLOYD soden. 1175. C., nr
rut SKIN DIVING EQUIP.
18.000 miles. 40 MPG. 354 54:
.
,42
1R4
’64 Weloot
P
’ ELEC. GIBSON GUITAR F. Mich X tires. Abarth 1.,,hau,I. 1400
1. $125. 2’6.7o m.
Perf. cond. Can help fin. 4"1
$2750 c.r offer. 297 0912.
HELP WANTED 141
SO CHEVROLET
-C,nver-1. Vs. A/1
TREPHONE SOLICITORS R II, 5300. 292-0269, Jim,
MALE OR FEMALE
Erscollent condition. Mu,.
coll 01,7 711"?.
191$1. IORGWARD
II
"T
MAI I

"No student group in my cape- ,
Hence or in my reading of American history has more clearly demLOST AND FOUND DO
iinstrated their right to inquire and
FOUND: 1 , 1, s wrist watch. Sept. 21. their ability to do so responsibly
than today’s students," declared
, LOST:
Ihr,Tn on SJS President, Dr. Robert D.
P.
.
Clark, In addressing the San Jose
Rotary Club last Wednesday.
WhDDING
It, stressed the American concept of freedom and how today’s
college students are determined to
PERSONALS (71
I’ rticipa te in democratic activities
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MIKE.

,TUDINT, I

MAIT STUDENTS

SERVICES i8)
ENERGETIC
4

.rin.4 mcn , r’n. Ceirnin.
CenInr, 9111

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chip
Rada, 705, 5)56, 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING All kinds, ree:onable. Pick
L deliver. 294 3772. 9 a.m.6 p.m

Job Openings
For Performers

Foreign student entertainment
LXPFR1 COED COOK. t,,
groups interested in obtaining onem,1,
night jobs next Wednesday and
- Espori Thursday at 6:30 p.m. for the openPART TIME
ing of a Los Altos shopping center
I-4,’ 74,5 Tor+
TRANSPORTATION 191
are requested to see Mrs. Phyllis
HOUSING 15)
56 CHEV.
ryl Sri. SI,or
Headland, ADM234.
1.4o0 794 en9P,
.
led.
MIN
,
or rooms 0,
Mexican. Japanese and South
’5$ 01 DS.
Ameriean groups (numbering tour
WANT/
.1
/
:,,1P1M1.,,,(I
{11Rtil’.111r,
APT
,
7.,
14,
’54 FORD
I,, eight 1 are need et! for both
coIns ,
11.5.1
nights and are requested to aptA.,1.
-54 AUSTIN Hint
160 Sn.
pear in their native costumes.
,14 1’21’
Entertainers will be paid hourly
VIRGIN t
nAirlS APPV,VID
salaries plus travel expenses.
To place an ad:
‘AS cemr,
The holiday entertainment list
4
Cell at Classified Ads
FURN API’,
J206, MW F 9:30.11:30 5 12:30-3:30 will be compiled soon, according to
I bed
T-Th I1:00.330
Mrs. Headland, and students with
5175
min. 2
WEDDING INVITATIONS. 100 Inr $2’1
fah. M,1.,
Sand in handy order blank
special talents who would like their
Wedding Press. 275 0946
47210.
Enclosed cosh or camel
names included in the list are
BANJO
NEED Mud E
Phone 204.6414. Ea, 2465
4-60
asked to see her in ADM234.
295-0584.

Buy Daily CLASSIFIEDS ... Get Results!
To buy, sell, rent, or announce anything, just fill out
and clip this handy order
blank. Send to: Spar} a is
Daily CLASSIFIEDS, J106,
San Jose State College, San
Jose 14, Calif.

Check a C/assification:
n
AMN00/1,1,111111
AUfen.0.1V

(

)

I))

Fer Sole Iii
Help Wnlel 141

.drout the Imillorth
Graduate Fellowship, to be awarded in March, 1965, may be asked
of Dr. Ted Hinckley, SJS campus
representative, in F0222, Thursdays 2:15-3:15 p.m. and Fridays
from 10 to 11:15 a.m. or 2:45 to
3:30 p.m. Other times may be made
by appointment.
The fellowships, offered by the
Danforth Foundation of St. Louis,
Mo., are open to men and
women who are seniors or recent
graduates of accredited colleges in
the United States, who have seri
ow: interest in college teaching as
a career, and who plan to study
for a Ph.D. in a field common to
the undergraduate college.
Applicants may be single or married, must be less than 30 years of
age at time of application, and
may not have undertaken any
graduate or professional study beyond the baccalaureate degree
Approximately 120 fellowships
will be awarded in March, 1965,
Danforth Graduate Fellows are
eligible for four years of financial
assistance, with a maximum annual living stipend of 51,800 for
single students and $2.200 for married students, plus tuition and fees.
Financial need is not a condition
for consideration.
--- CAR WASH TOMORROW
Alpha Phi Omega. National
Service Fraternity. is sponsoring a
car wash Saturday at Muenzenberg Shell at Fourth and San Fernando Streets. The cost will be
$1 on Saturday but advance tickets
may be bought for 75 cents in
front of the bookstore today. Purchasers of advance tickets have
a chance to win prizes.

lines
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
2

Oess Rm.
SOc a lino

Three limes
2k a lino

Ply. times
20e o Hee

$1.00

2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

1.50
2.00

Add 161,
nrenunl For
each odd1111ass

TOTJAY:
Alpha Eta Sigma, 7:30 tim., Los
Gatos Lodge, !SO Saratoga Ave.,
Los Gatos, initiation banquet, entertainment provided.
Spartan (Morel, 7:30 p.m. -I2:30
a.m., WG. sports night and dance.
Pistol Tram, 9:30 a.m.-3 p.m.,
California National Guard Armory,
240 N. Second St., practice,
Industrial Technology Society.
1:30 p.m., Administration Building
of the Ford Motor Company, Capitol and Main Streets, Milpitas,
tour.
German Club, 8 p.m., 1793 McLaughlin Ave.
TOMORROW
Estenders of Social Work Club,
9:30 a.m., picnic tables outside
WG.
SUNDAY:
Roger Williams Baptist student
Fellowship, Ii p.m., dinner, 6:30
p.m., meeting. Grace Baptist
Church, 10th and San Fernando
Streets, dialogue on Proposition 11.

rheas

Enclosed I

//1/4’,.

Chat,
.1

!Am, low prices
All work slime by qualified
sluileuts smiler kiipervisiou

SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE
374 South First Si,
Al, 0

295-9516

Ill" 9 A

caamunzwaxwanawa

FOR ESPECIALLY FINE ITALIAN FOODS
Cat1

eyr..utyi

izzeria

Including: Pine, Spaghetti, Lasagne, Home Made
and Sandwiches. Also try our Sea Food Specials.

Raviolis,

347 So. First (Next to Fox Theatre) CY 7-1136

WitnirtWnirMilfillnirWATAVAWIRIATATIM A
AMAZING NEW QUARTER HORSE
TRAIL OR STREET

HOT AS A PISTOL

TI-RMS II
DESIRED

TRY IT
MOIM" SCOOICI’s

609 Bird Avenue

PAID 10:11.11:101N ADVVIITI4F.14F:NT
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A Fresh 11,o4)k at Marriage
ET%

With the divorce rate near 50% in California, and broken ’mine;
a common occurrence, it is time to take a fresh look at marriage. Per
hays you come from 4 broken home, or know someone who does. Vail
may have experienced or detected the deep scars which result when a
marriage is severed; you may know something of the lasting influence
filV9ICC has on the children. So often psychiatrists and counselors art
not able to save a failing marriage unless help is provided through
spiritual channels, for marriage is an institution which God personally
established. "And the Lord God said, ’It is not good that the man should
be alone; I will make him a helper fit for him.’ . . . So the Lord God
caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and while he slept he took
one ol his ribs and closed up its place with flesh: and the rib which the
Lord God had taken from the man he made into a woman and brought
her to the man. Then the man said: ’This at last is bone of my bones
and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called woman, because she was
taken out of man.’ Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother
and cleaves to his wife, and they become one flesh." (Genesis 2:18-20

Perhaps it is not an earthly marriage which is giving you trouble
or concern. In fact, you may not even be married at all. However, on the
spiritual plane, one’s relationship to Jesus Christ is of vital concern and
importance. The Apostle Paul in Romans 7:1-4 likens becoming a Chris,
hen to a marriage relationship. Those who are living without Jesus Christ
are, spiritually speaking, "married to sin" according to the Word of
God. But Jesus Christ came to this planet to set men free from a rele
tionship to sin which has them enslaved, so that they might be joined
to Him in an’ inseparable way. Those who, by personal decision and
commitment of their will, receive Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior are
not only set free from "marriage to sin." but are placed in art close
union with their Lord that their entire lives are changed. In love and
devotion the Christian serves a new Master and Partner in direct acilogy
to the devotion of a wife for her husband.

9:30-3:30
I I :00-4:30

fey Intertwine" Osseo /14.6414, ext. 2465

p.r,

Care

CLASSIFIED ADS

Address
Bee Ad I.

?cattly

2 51-2 3 1 3
w---,

The key to a successful marriage is far both partners to be in the
proper relationship with God through Jesus Christ. A home with Christ
at the center is harmonious and secure. Although a mu, and woman
may live together in a married state without Christ, the deep bond of
God given love will be lacking unless both know Jesus Christ personally.

To place your ad come to room J206, or send in
the order form with today’s classifieds.
_

r----.--,

Spartan Daily
is now accepting

New Hours arc:

Nemo

1614 E. Santa Clara

FREE DELIVERY

"And in the house the disciples asked Him again about this matter.
And He said to them, ’Whoever divorces his wife and marries another,
commits adultery against her; and if she divorces her husband and mar.
ries another she commits adultery’." (Mark 5:510).

in +Ile mornings.

M, W, F
T, Th

.99 And Up

Doubters of the Old Testament will find this passage and the instilution of marriage verified by the Lord Jesus Christ Himself who said:
". . . but from the beginning of creation God made them male and le male. for this cause a man shall leave his lather and his mother and
be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one. So they are no
longer two but one. Whatever therefore God has joined together, let not
man put asunder."

For your convenience

met your ea keno )Count LI Leifer. and Spa or lee Each Line)

vey, with controlled distrilkution,
offered to a certain number id
each class division.
3. An organizational qiwstiost
noire. alined at finding out exact’,
how many facilities will be neeest.
sary in the Union to adequately
house and service campus groups..
Director Rodzen believes the
questionnaires "will give us a
reel ion."
’’A lot will depend on survey
results. We hope to have a draw.ing by early next spring on Mad
the building should look like from
the outside."

PIZZA DELIGHT

Spartaguide

HARK !

n Housing (51
Legl and leiisd le)
11 Personals Ill
U %.rs’ses
U Irnsportelon 191

College Union director Roger L.
Rodzen. currently looking at the
physical aspects of the Union, and
seeking to find out "what San
Jose State really Is," looks forward to the completion of three
questionnaires by the College Union Planning Committee.
The proposed questionnaires are:
1. A random sample type, similar
to the one offered students last
spring, where all students are
gh en the opportunity to indicate
what services they feel the Union
should have.
2. A statistically balanced stir-

in his speed], entitled, "Edueation
and Freedom."
Dr. Clark complimented the college students in his speech by saying, "This generation of college
students will be as sturdy in their
defense and practice of our basic
freedom as were their fathers and
grandfathers."

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two line,
One Hem

Student Questionnaires
Help Form College Union

The Right to Inquire, Act
Discussed by Dr. Clark

$30 MONTH

katb

7961
MOTORCYCLE
n’t.S $7
MUST SELL I !
51 it . T f.
P,r,
nor {rent,
’SS PLYMOUTH
75. 291 914,.I
i962 VESPA (r.S,
e
7715. 2943’
e HONDA 150 -- 19k4

, pools. peilos.
is lirrrier bdires
’ 70.97149

LIBERAL DISCOUNT
:-,16SON

$177
(’,
19511 DODGE PURSUIT

1

HOUSE FOR RENT

to vote "Yes on 2," according to
John Gruehl, SJS campaign chairman.
Interested students may sign
up in the College Union,
Currently, 11 of the 16 fraternities have promised 260 men.
Approximately 175 coeds will
participate from the women’s
,donns, and 300 students will mini paign from the men’s dorms,
Grueld stated. More students are
needed. however,
"We need as many volunteers
,115 we can get," Gruel)l emplia- sized. According to Griiehl, the
campaigners hope to reach 60,000
Monies in Santa Clara County.
Students will cover Santa Clara,
the greater part of San Jose, Cam, brian Park. Cupertino, and CampWillow Glen, and Los Gatos
I bell’
if enough students volunteer.
The students will meet in the
College Union at 6 p.m., and will
erunpaign for three hours. They
will distribute bumper stickers
and literature.
’The campaign will accomplish
a yes vote in Santa Clara County
in the November election," Gruchl
pointed out.
"If one-twentieth of students at
5.15 turn out for the campaign,
73 per cent of the voters will vole
yes," he emphasized.
A trophy will be given to the
organization which has the highest
number of students participating
in the campaign.
Since the second week of the
semester the SJS Vote Yes committee has been working. Assisting Gruehl are Jerry Spotter and
Kitty Russell. co-chairmen, and
Bill McCormick, public relations
cha irman.

Fellowship
on
Atocilnaabt

Regardless ol the problem in life or the need of 4 human heart.
Jesus Christ is the answer. find out lei remelt by expeoencing Ills
love tody.

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11701s, Palo Alto
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